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DAY 1: MALAGA-RONDA
Arrive in Malaga airport and depart for 
Ronda. In an impressive location, a sheer 
cleft of over 300 ft. called El Tajo splits 
the town. Time to visit the bullring, built 
in 1784, considered the most beautiful in 
Spain. Walking through the old town, we 
will find nice palaces and some magnifi-
cent views over the countryside. Afternoon 
guided city tour where we will visit the 
Bullring and old city. Dinner and over-
night at hotel. (D)

DAY 2: RONDA-OLVERA-CORIPE-RONDA
After breakfast depart for Olvera (about 
45 minutes), then we will start walking 
along the old train route transformed into 
walking route, Green route (Via Verde). 
We suggest walking till the old station of 
Coripe which is about 21’5 kms so easy 
(3hrs30 minutes/4 hrs), easy track and 
slightly down the hill. The whole route is 

nice but there are two places of special 
interest. Peña Zaframagon, is one the 
biggest vulture concentrations in Europe, 
and near Coripe, a milenary ‘holm oak’ 

tree which is declared a ‘natural monu-
ment’ and protected. In the Afternoon 
we will enjoy the relaxing atmosphere of 
Ronda and its superb views. Return to 
your hotel in Ronda for an overnight. (B, 
D)

DAY 3: RONDA-ARCOS DE LA FRONTERA-
JEREZ-SEVILLE
After breakfast depart to along the “Route 
of the White Villages” (Arcos de la Fron-
tera, Grazalema). All these villages in this 
mountainous area were part of the war 
like border between the Christian and the 
Muslim kingdoms for more than 3 cen-
turies (XIII to XVth). They are surrounded 
by brilliant white houses with narrow 

streets like a maze. The path is filled with 
fantastic views. Stop to visit the beautiful 
“White Village” of Arcos Frontera full of 
splendid corners, and impressive loca-
tion. Stop to visit a sherry wine cellar with 
a tasting in Jerez Frontera. Sherry is the 
best well known Spanish wine abroad, 
and great part of the local economy is 
related to the production of this world-

famous wine.  Afternoon guided tour in 
Seville,  to visit inside the Gothic Ca-
thedral, the largest in Spain and third 
in the world, with the Giralda Tower 
(striking minaret of the former mosque). 
Then a walk by Santa Cruz Quarter, a 
maze of small alleys with colorful names 
stepped in legend and small squares 
with the peacefulness of a tiny garden is 
an invitation to have a rest. Dinner and 
overnight at hotel. (B, WT, D)

RONDA

ANDALUCIA SPECTACULAR LANDSCAPE & 
CHARMING VILLAGES
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DAY 4 : SEVILLE-SAN NICOLAS DEL 
PUERTO-SEVILLE
After breakfast depart and discover the 
Sevilla Mountains (Sierra de Sevilla). 
We will drive till San Nicolas del Puerto 
about (1 hour 45 minutes) then we will 
start walking along the old train route 
transformed into a walking route, Green 
route (Via Verde). We will walk up for only 
3kms till “Cerrro del Hierro,” to see this 
panoramic view and lunar landscape of an 
old mining area. Later we will walk down 
along the ‘Green route’ for about 18 kms 
(3 hours 30min. aproximately). Dinner and 
overnight at hotel in Sevilla. (B, D)

DAY 5: SEVILLE-ZALAMEA LA REAL-CON-
CEPCION-RIO TINTO MINES-SEVILLE
After breakfast depart for the spectacular 
old mining area of Rio Tinto which were 
worked by the Tartesos (old inhabitants of 
the area 3.000 years ago), Romans etc. 
and in XIXth by British companies, so it 
remains some curious British quarters in 
some of these old mining little villages. 
We will start north Seville, near Zalamea 
la Real, (100 kms, 1hr 30’ from Seville) in 

a tiny village called Concepcion following 
the Odiel River, along this fantastic ‘via 
verde’ till El Campillo, about 15 kms (2 
hrs and half). Of course,those up for the 
challenge can go another 90 minutes  to 
reach village Minas de Rio Tinto. Once 
you are in Minas de Rio Tinto there is a 
museum of miners and a curious old train 
from mining times in XIXth century (usu-
ally it is in operation only on weekends.) 
Balance of day in Seville (B, D)

DAY 6: RETURN HOME
After breakfast, transfer to the airport for 
your return flight home. (B)

WHAT’S INCLUDED
•  5 overnights in hotels (First 

Superior Category), in stan-
dard rooms.

•  5 buffet breakfast (hot and 
cold)

•  5 dinners in hotels (Buffet). 
No drinks.

•     Visit of a Sherry Wine Cellar 
in Jerez Frontera

•  Guided tours of Ronda, 
Olvera, Coripe, Arcos De La 
Frontera, Jerez, Seville, San 
Nicolas Del Puerto, Zalamea, 
La Real, Concepcion and Rio 
Tinto Mines

•  Luggage porterage at ho-
tels (1 piece of luggage per 
pax)

SEVILLE

B   Breakfast
D  Dinner
WT   Wine Tasting

Legend
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DAY 1: MADRID
Arrive in Malaga airport and transfer to 
your hotel. Dinner and overnight at your 
hotel. (B, D)

DAY 2: MALAGA-RONDA
After breakfast depart for Ronda. Morning 
visit of Bodega Doña Felisa: wine tasting 
(Chinchilla wines). Free time to walk in 
this nice village. In the afternoon, visit 
of the winery Los Frutales. Dinner and 
overnight at hotel in Ronda. Return to 
your hotel in Ronda for an overnight. (B, 
WT, D)

This afternoon, travel south to Toledo, 
capital of Spain during several centuries. 
During XIII and XIVth centuries, Muslim, 
Jews and Christian populations lived 
together peacefully, creating a great 
cultural center. This afternoon, walk 
along it’s narrow streets where the history 
can be felt in the air. We will walk by 

the Cathedral and visit St tome Church 
(featuring El Greco’s masterpiece). Return 
to Madrid for overnight. (B)

DAY 3: RONDA-SAN LUCAR DE BARRAME-
DA-JEREZ DE LA FRONTERA
After breakfast depart to Sanlúcar de 

Barrameda. Morning visit of Barbadillo 
winery with wine tasting. Depart for 
Jerez De La Frontera. Afternoon visit of 
González Byass winery with wine tasting. 
Return to hotel in Jerez for dinner and 
overnight. (B, WT, D)

DAY 4 : JEREZ DE LA FRONTERA-BOLLUL-
LOS DEL CONDADO-SEVILLA
After breakfast depart to Bollullos del 
Condado in the province of Huelva.
Morning visit of Bodegas Iglesias winery 
with wine tasting. Contine to Sevilla.
Afternoon Sevilla guided city tour to visit 
inside the Gothic Cathedral, the largest 
in Spain and third in the world, with the 
Giralda tower (striking minaret of the 
former mosque). Then a walk by Santa 
Cruz Quarter, a maze of small alleys with 
colorful names stepped in legend and 
small squares with the peacefulness of a 
tiny garden is an invitation to rest. Dinner 
and overnight at hotel in Sevilla. (B, D)

DAY 5: SEVILLA-CORDOBA-VELEZ MALAGA
After breakfast departure to Cordoba. 
Morning guided city tour, to visit the 
Mosque, considered the nicest among the 
historical mosques. Then a walk around 
the Jewish Quarter, with its fresh narrow 

 MADRID

andalusian wine tour
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streets and Andalusia “patios”, where we 
will find one of the few perfectly preserved 
Synagogues in Spain. 
MONTILLA. Morning visit of winery Alvear 
(Moriles): wine tasting.
Continuation to Velez Málaga.
VELEZ MALAGA. Afternoon visit of winery 
Bentomez with wine tasting.
Dinner and overnight at hotel in Velez 
Malaga. (B, WT, D)

DAY 6: A SEVILLE, CORDOBA & MADRID
After breakfast, transfer to the airport for 
your return flight home. (B)

WHAT’S INCLUDED
•  6 overnights in hotels (First 

Superior Category), in stan-
dard rooms.

•  6 buffet breakfast (hot and 
cold)

•  4 dinners in hotels (Buffet). 
No drinks.

•     Visit of wineries: Bodega 
Doña Felisa, Los Frutales, 
Barbadillo, González Byass, 
Bodegas Iglesias, Alvear, and 
Bentomez

•  Guided tours of Seville and 
Cordoba

•  Luggage porterage at ho-
tels (1 piece of luggage per 
pax)

CORDOBA, SPAIN - THE MEZQUITA MOSQUE-CATHEDRAL 

B   Breakfast
D  Dinner
WT   Wine Tasting

Legend
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An Achievable trail for almost 
everyone - A week to remember for 
life.

DAY 1: ARRIVAL SANTIAGO/ SARRIA
Assistance upon arrival and transfer to 
Sarria (100 kms). We will bring you to 
take “The Compostela”. Overnight in your 
hotel.

DAY 2: SARRIA – PORTOMARIN (21 km)
After breakfast, we will start crossing 
Barbadelo, and admire the Church of 
Santiago, which was declared a National 
Monument. The next village is Rente, 
followed by Mercado de Serra, a humble 
village where Jews came to negotiate and 
deliver goods to the pilgrims. Continue 
the route to Brea, Ferreiros, Rozas and 
Vilachá, see the rural farming villages 
with the ruins of the Loio Monastery, 
origin of Medieval Knights of the Order of 
Santiago. Also remarkable Sta María de 
Loio chapel with Visigothic walls (before 
7th century). We arrive at Portomarín, 
where the old village remains buried 
under the water after the construction of 
the dam. (B)

DAY 3: PORTOMARIN – PALAS DE REI (24 
km)
After breakfast, the pilgrim returns to 
the Camino through Gonzar, Castro-
mayor, Hospital da Cruz, Ventas de Naron, 
Lameiros, where you can stop to visit the 
Chapel of San Marco and admire a beau-
tiful transept. The route crosses Ligonde, 
Ebbe, Albergo, Portos, Lastedo and Valos 
before reaching Palas de Rei, our goal 
today. (B)

DAY 4 : PALAS DE REI – ARZUA (28 km)
After breakfast, we enter in the province 
of “A Coruña”, crossing San Xulián, Pon-
tecampaña, Casanova, Coto, Leboreiro, on 
a preserved ancient Roman road; Furelos, 
Melide (where you can eat the best octo-
pus “Galician style”, in the world). Here 
we join the “walkers” coming from North 
route to Santiago from Oviedo. We will 
carry on by Carballal, Ponte das Penas, 
Raido, Bonete, Castaneda, Ribadiso, to 
reach Arzúa, today’s final destination. (B)

DAY 5: ARZUA – A RUA/PEDROUZO (20 
km)
After breakfast we will start walking 
through Las Barrosas, Calzada, Calle, 
Salceda, Brea and Santa Irene, and we 
will finish the route today in A Rua. (B)

DAY 6: A RUA/PEDROUZO – SANTIAGO (19 
km)
The great day has come .... We will begin 
the last journey to reach Santiago.  At 
this point, you will have been able to 
admire the countless wonders along the 
Camino. The route crosses tiny villages 
Burgo, Arca, San Antón, Amenal and San 
Paio. Then you get to Lavacolla, a village 
where centuries ago pilgrims washed 
and changed new cloths before entering 
in Santiago. Villamalor , San Marcos and 
Monte do Gozo (mount of happiness,) 
where the bell tower of the Cathedral 
of Santiago can be seen for first time. 
Finally we reach SANTIAGO. Now it’s time 
to follow the traditions: We will go to a 
majestic sculpture in the Portico de la 
Gloria inside the cathedral, to look for the 
Maestro Mateo figure (he was the artist), 
and give three small bumps on the head 

CAMINO DE SANTIAGO 
7 Days/6 Nights Itinerary
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of the sculpture ‘’ to get wisdom and intel-
ligence is sent to you.’’ Afterwards, you 
will visit Santiago’s burial in the crypt and 
finally the popular hug to the Santiago 
sculpture in the main altar. (B)

Day 7: SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA
After breakfast explore Santiago a beauti-
ful and vibrant city and of course you can 
add more days to enjoy it. Walk by the nar-
row streets. Or visit the old market, where 
you can buy fresh fish and sea food and 
get it cooked in one of the cafes inside 
the market. Or simply relax and have a 
cup (not a glass!) of Riberio wine in an 
authentic old tavern to remind you of the 
unique experience for the mind and body, 
you just lived. Depart for the airport for 
your return flight home. (B)

WHAT’S INCLUDED
•  Round-trip airport to hotel private 

transfers in air-conditionned mini-
van with the services of a quali-
fied English-speaking driver-guide 
according to the above program.

•  6 nights hotel accommodation 

with daily breakfast. 5 nights along 
the trail will be in category de 
“charm” and the last night

in Santiago in a 4 star hotel. For the 
category “de charm” only few hotels 
feature triple room. If possible, 
there is a 10% discount for the third 
person.
•  Daily transfer of your luggage to 

the next point of accommoda-
tion

Note: a customer service in 
English is available by phone, 
every day from 9am to 9pm

The program is based for 
arrival and departure in San-
tiago (best solution). It is also 
available for arri-val/departure 
in Madrid. Daily train Madrid to 
Sar-ria : 12.20am - 18.32pm, 
and Santiago to Madrid 
09.05am -14.40pm.

CATHEDRAL OF SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA

B   Breakfast
WT  Wine Tasting

Legend
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:

I travel without reservation, Will I find accommo-
dation directly on the spot? 
True some years ago, but nowadays this is a 
very popular trail, and if you travel from June to 
September, you could find yourself overnighting 
without a roof! Don’t risk! Except in Santiago 
de Compostela fea-turing many hotels, accom-
modation along the road is only in guest houses, 
hostels and farm houses, with limited number 
of rooms (4 to 8 mostly!). After walking for 4 or 
5 hours, you don’t want to keep walking in the 
search for a room, without succeeding, unless 
you start around 5am and run to the destination 
in order to get your bed. This is not the way to 
enjoy the trip! Take the advise and always book 
in ad-vance to avoid bad surprises.

Do I need to be in great shape? 
The Camino is a challenge for yourself, but 
nothing exceptional: It fits everyone, and you will 
seechildren from 8 years old to seniors over 70, 
walking. You don’t need to be an expert hiker, 
just the capacity to walk some miles. Take it 
easy and you will arrive much farther than you 
expect.

What if I start to walk and I feel bad or I’m 
tired? 
Along the Camino, each every few kilometers, you 
can find a café-deli, or a shop, where you can get 
the number to call a local taxi (about or under 
10€) and get a ride to your accommodation.

And how do I follow the Camino, what if I get 
lost? ‘’Wherever you go, there is a “Yellow  Arrow” 
or the symbol of a “Shell” showing the right di-
rection. It’s impossible to get lost because there 
will always be people sharing the same way on 
the Camino.

What should I have to expect from the accommo-
dation?
 From the 1st to 5th day, you will be accommo-
dated in renovated old farmhouses and pretty-
country houses, very welcoming in the “category 
de charm.” Breakfast is served with coffee or 
tea, juices, cookies/rolls and fruit, eggs or local-
cold cuts ... to start the morning with energy!
In Santiago, there will be a good 4 * hotel wait-
ing for you to relax and pamper yourself.
Please note that most accommodations are not 
directly located at the end of your daily path, but 
might be a few kms away. As you end your walk, 
upon your call, the booked hotel, will send you 
a car to pick you up. The next morning, they will 
return you to the same place they picked you up, 
and you will carry on your walk.

I have no religious motivation, I’m not a pilgrim  
You are in the same situation than most travelers 
you will meet on the way. You walk for the beauty 
of nature, the art, the local culture… the special 
atmosphere. Sharing the path and encountering 
so many diverse companions, is really magical, 
and will give you a unique experience.

Why is the credential of the Camino called La 
Compostela?
It is a special certificate, written in Latin, a nice 
souvenir of your trip. You will be given a card at 
the beginning, to be stamped twice or 3 times a 
day in anyc afe, shop or accommodation along 
the way. You will bring it to the ‘’Pilgrim office’ in 
Santiago and if you have walked at least for the 
last 100 kms, you will be rewarded.



DAY 1: BARCELONA
Arrive in Barcelona airport and transfer to 
your hotel. Afternoon, guided tour to fa-
miliarize yourself with the town, strolling 
around the Gothic quarter full of build-
ings of the twelfth and sixteenth centu-
ries, and the Cathedral. Next, visiting the 
district ‘Eixample’, with the main mod-
ernist buildings and the famous Sagrada 
Familia. To complete the tour, walking 
trough the famous “Ramblas,” streets 
full of life, bars, cafes, restaurants and 
street performers. Dinner and overnight 
at hotel. (D)

DAY 2: BARCELONA-PENEDES-SITGES-
BARCELONA
After breakfast depart for a full day guid-
ed excursion to the nearby wine region 
of PENEDES (about 60 kms), the largest 
sparkling (in Spanish ‘cava’) wine region 
in the whole world. We will visit one of the 
most famous wineries, Codorniu, featur-

ing the largest subterranean wine cellar 
in the world, more than 30 kms, riding on 
a little train. We will also visit the famous 
wine cellar of Torres. In the afternoon 
depart for SITGES we will follow to this 
beautiful seaside village, residence of 
many famous worldwide painters due to 
the amazing light. Return to hotel. (B, D)

DAY 3: BARCELONA-MONTBLANC-POBLET-
LOGROÑO
After breakfast depart for Montblanc. We 
suggest a walk around this little walled 
town, with plenty of pretty gothic build-
ings. There is the curious little Wine Muse
um Prenafeta, where we can see all the 
elements used in the traditional family 
wine process. POBLET The most important 
middle age monastery in the Catalonian 
region, it is like a little village itself. They 
had a big influence in the culture of the 
region. Depart for Logrono (The capital of 
the Rioja region) Dinner and overnight at 

hotel. (B, D)

DAY 4 : LOGROÑO-HARO- LAGUARDIA-
LABASTIDA - LOGRONO
After breakfast depart and visit the Rioja 
wine world. Everything in this region is 
in relation with the Rioja wine. We start 
in the morning with the area called ‘High 
Rioja,’ and its main village. Depart for 
Haro, here we will visit the Museum of 
the Wine, and The Technical Institute of 
the Wine. Depart for Laguardia and visit 
Villa Lucia complex dedicated to wine 
(possible to arrange tasting and techni-
cal talks). In the afternoon, we will go 
to Labastida a little village which the 
economy are in relation with Rioja wine. 
Visit the wine cellar of ‘Nuestra Señora de 
Remelluri (little familiar producer but very 
nice). Return to the hotel for dinner and 
overnight. (B, WT, D)

SAGRADA FAMILIA, BARCELONA

rioja and sparkling wine regions
BARCELONA, PENEDES, SITGES, LOGROÑO, MONTBLANC, HARO, LAGUARDIA, LABASTIDA, STO. DOMINGO DE 

LA CALZADA, SAN MILLAN DE LA COGOLLA, ZARAGOZA - 7 Days/6 Nights Itinerary 
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DAY 5: LOGROÑO-STO. DOMINGO DE LA 
CAL-ZADA-SAN MILLAN DE LA COGOLLA-
LOGROÑO
After breakfast depart and visit other 
wine cellars. Excursion to STO. DOMINGO 
CALZADA. An important stop in the ‘St. 
James Pathway” and S. MILLAN COGOLLA 
where the monasteries of Yuso and Suso 
are located and are considered the ‘birth-
place of The Spanish’ language, it is also 
an architecture masterpiece. Return to the 
hotel and overnight. (B, D)
DAY 6: LOGROÑO-ZARAGOZA
After breakfast, depart for Zaragoza. Stop 
for walk in the Pilar Square, where the 
local citizens congregate for important 
events, and where there are the main 
monuments: Pilar Basilic, Seo, XVIth cent. 
Lonja (old market). Afternoon guided city 
tour (Basilic of Pilar, Palacio Aljaferia). 
Dinner and overnight at hotel. (B, D)

DAY 7: ZARAGOZA-BARCELONA
After breakfast, transfer to the airport in 
Barcelona for your return flight home. (B)

WHAT’S INCLUDED
•  6 overnights in hotels (First 

Superior Category), in standard 
rooms

•  6 buffet breakfast (hot and 
cold)

•  6 dinners in hotels (Buffet). No 
drinks

•     Guided tour of Barcelona
•     Guided excursion to wine region 

of Penedes and visit of Codorniu, 
Torres and Nuestra Senora de 
Remelluri and other wineries

•     Visit Sitges, Montblanc, the wine 
museum of Prenafeta, the monas-
tery in Poblet,  the capital of  
 
the Rioja region Logrono, Rioja 
wine world, Haro’s museum of 
wine and technical institute, Villa 
Lucia complex, the little village of 
Labastida

•     Excursion to Sto. Domingo Cal-
zada, St. James Pathway and S. 
Millan Cogolla for the monasteries 
of Yuso and Suso

•  Luggage porterage at ho-tels (1 
piece of luggage per pax)

Other itinerary suggestions:
•  In case of departure flights before 

13’00hrs, Day 6th overnight would 
be nearer toBarcelona airport 
(Lleida or same airportarea, 

etc.)
•  This Itinerary also available with 

slightmodifications with arrival 
and departureMadrid airport or 
Bilbao Airport

•  Day 2 visit of wine cellar can be 
combinedwith Montserrat Monas-
tery instead of Sitges

•  Barcelona would be worthy of one 
day more, in case you would have 
it.

JEREZ DE LA FRONTERA

B   Breakfast
D  Dinner
WT  Wine Tasting

Legend
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DAY 1: MADRID
Welcome to the Capital of Spain. On ar-
rival, private transfer by luxury car, Mer-
cedes or Audi, with an English-speaking 
driver. Accommodation in your hotel. 

DAY 2: MADRID
Buffet breakfast at the hotel. Private 
sightseeing tour during 2 hours, by luxury 
car with an English-speaking driver. Meet 
driver in your hotel and, by the end of 
this tour, you will have gained a complete 
vision of the city. We will approach the 
façade of the Royal Palace, the Sabatini 
Gardens and Campo del Moro. The church 
of San Francisco El Grande, the fountains 
of Paseo del Prado, the Toledo Bridge, the 
Prado Museum, and Puerta de Alcalá are 
also good examples of this splendid style. 
(B)

DAY 3: MADRID-CORDOBA
Buffet breakfast and private transfer to 
the railway station in order to pick up 
the high-speed train to Cordoba. Private 
transfer on arrival to your hotel. Accom-
modation. (B)

DAY 4 : CORDOBA-SEVILLE
Buffet breakfast at the hotel. Regular 
city tour of Cordoba. Departure from your 
hotel, you will take a stroll through the 
historic quarter of Cordoba to discover 
the splendid Mosque-Cathedral. Then, the 
Synagogue, the Alcazar and we will take 
a stroll around the Jewish Quarter. In the 
evening private transfer to the train sta-
tion to take your train to Seville. Private 
transfer on arrival and accom-
modation in your hotel. (B)

DAY 5: SEVILLE-GRANADA
Buffet breakfast at the hotel. Regular city 
tour of Seville: departure from your hotel. 
First stop will be the cathedral, one of the 
world’s most beautiful Gothic temples. 
The dimensions of this cathedral make it 
the third largest church in the world. We 
will walk through Santa Cruz quarter, we 
will pass by the Reales Alcázares (Royal 
Fortresses), Archive of the Indies declared 
a World Heritage Site by UNESCO, where 
we will see the Torre del Oro, of Arab 
origin, which dates back to the 13th 

century and was part of the ancient walls. 
In the end, we will arrive to Guadalquivir 
River, where we will enjoy a tour on a boat 
cruising the Guadalquivir River.  Private 
transfer to train station and departure by 
fast train to Granada. Private transfer to 
your hotel. Accommodation. Possibility to 
book an optional flamenco dance show in 
the caves of Sacromonte. (B)

DAY 6: GRANADA-BARCELONA
Buffet breakfast at the hotel. Regular 
tour of Alhambra Palace & Generalife 
Gardens. Departure from your hotel. We 
will arrive at the Alhambra, built on the 
top of a hill. The palace complexes of the 
Alhambra and Generalife, beside the Al-
baicin, have been declared World Heritage 
Sites by UNESCO. ** Final tour timing will 
be confirmed 15 days before service date, 
due to Alhambra entrances policy In the 
afternoon private transfer to airport to 
proceed to your next destination by flight - 
Barcelona. Private transfer on arrival and 
accommodation in your hotel. (B)

SPAIN - Madrid, Cordoba, Seville, Granada, Barcelona
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DAY 7: BARCELONA
Buffet breakfast at the hotel. Private 
sightseeing tour during 2 hours, by luxury 
car with an English-speaking driver. Meet 
driver in your hotel and, by the end of 
this tour, you will have gained a complete 
vision of the city. The variety and wealth 
of Barcelona’s heritage provide a number 
of attractive routes through its various 
districts. This way, the traveler will get to 
know the most typical monuments of the 
city. Barcelona is a Cosmopolitan Mediter-
ranean city. We will visit the façade of the 
Cathedral, the façade of the Sagrada Fa-
milia: a unique creation that has become 
Barcelona’s most universal symbol. The 
visit continues to the Olympic Village, the 
Columbus monument and then on to the 
Montjuïc Mountain, where you will be able 
to see the Olympic Stadium and Sant Jordi 
Palace. (B)

DAY 8: BARCELONA
Breakfast and private transfer from hotel 
to International airport. Proceed onwards 
to your next destination.

WHAT’S INCLUDED
•  7 nights hotel accommoda-

tion in bed & buffet break-
fast. .

•  7 breakfast (hot and cold)
•  All arrival and departure 

private transfers by luxury 
car in all cities.

•     Private city tour with English 
speaking driver in Madrid & 
Barcelona

•     Regular city tour (SIC) in the 
rest of the cities

•     VAT included in all services

SAGRADA FAMILIA, BARCELONA

B   Breakfast

Legend Seville

Cordoba
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DAY 1: MADRID
Arrive in Madrid and transfer to your 
hotel. Welcome drink and orientation of 
the tour.

DAY 2: MADRID AND TOLEDO
After breakfast depart for your tour of 
Madrid, through the main avenues of the 
city: highlights include the magnificent 
fountains of Neptune and Cibeles, the Al-
cala Gate, the Plaza de España, with the 
panorama of most representative build-
ings. We will visit the spectacular Royal 
Palace, still in use for official ceremonies 
and government events. Return to your 
hotel for an overnight. (B)

This afternoon, travel south to Toledo, 
capital of Spain during several centuries. 
During XIII and XIVth centuries, Muslim, 
Jews and Christian populations lived 
together peacefully, creating a great 
cultural center. This afternoon, walk along 
it’s narrow streets where the history can 
be felt in the air. We will walk by the Ca-
thedral and visit St tome Church (featur-

ing El Greco’s masterpiece). Return 
to Madrid for overnight. (B)

DAY 3: MADRID, LA MANCHA AND GRANA-
DA
After breakfast depart to Granada. A short 
stop en route, in Aranjuez, to see the cen-
tenary trees in the magnificent gardens of 
this old summer residence for the Span-
ish Kings. Continue south to discover the 
large flat region of “La Mancha”, where 
Don Quixote lived his crazy adventures, 
region also known as Spain’s largest wine 
producing area. Visit at a traditional wine 
producer showing their way of making 
wine and some curious secrets, like the 
influence of the moon and stars in the 
biological process in the vineyards. Tast-
ing of three different wines with tapas 
of ham, local cheese and bread, the best 
way to enjoy these wines. After continue 
to Granada. Overnight in your hotel. (B, 
WT, D)

DAY 4 : GRANADA, LA ALHAMBRA & GEN-
ERALIFE GARDENS & SEVILLE
After breakfast morning guided city tour 
to visit La Alhambra, the best example 
of the sophisticated Royal life in the 
Nazari Islamic kingdom from the XI to 
XVth century. We will find numerous halls 
and “patios” (courtyards) of amazing 
beauty. Visit of the famous and beautiful 
Generalife gardens with its fountains. 
Afternoon continue to Seville. Overnight in 
your hotel.  (B, D)

DAY 5: SEVILLE
After breakfast enjoy a morning guided 
tour to visit the Gothic Cathedral, the 
largest in Spain and third in the world 
with the tomb of Christopher Columbus. 
You can walk up the Giralda tow-er 
(striking minaret of the former mosque) 
to have superb view over the city. Stroll 
through Santa Cruz Quarter, a maze 
of small alleys and peaceful squares, 
inviting to relax. (*) In the afternoon you 
will enjoy an introductory Flamenco hour, 
dancing with a professional dancer (B)

TREASURES OF SPAIN
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MADRID, TOLEDO, GRANADA, SEVILLE, CORDOBA  - 7 Days/6 Nights Itinerary 

SANTA MARIA LA REAL DE LAALMUDENA CATHEDRAL, MADRID



DAY 6: SEVILLE, CORDOBA & MADRID
After breakfast, visit an Andalusian horse 
farm (yeguada) to see a regular day of 
training and learn about the breeding and 
taming of these amazing horses. After-
wards, travel north to Cordoba. Cordoba, 
important, during the Roman age, reached 
the maximum splendor under the Muslim 
domination, mostly in the IX and Xth cen-
turies, when the city became the capital of 
the Caliphate, and was the most pop-
ulated town in the world (almost 1 million) 
at that time. Morning guided city tour, to 
visit the Mosque, beautiful and unique. 
Then, a walk around the Jewish Quarter, 
with its narrow streets and Andalusian 
“patios.’’ Afternoon we continue to Madrid, 
where a Farewell dinner will be served, a 
nice moment to enjoy with the new friends 
met during the tour. (B, D)

Day 7: SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA
After breakfast Depart for the airport for 
your return flight home. (B)

WHAT’S INCLUDED
•  Private deluxe coach for all 

services. Transport will be 
provided in mini-van for

 groups up to 6 pax, mini coach 
up to 20 pax and a large coach 
over 20 pax
•  English speaking Tour Escort 

from day 2-6 (* Madrid por-
tion assisted by our hostess 
where passengers will be 
informed about the city)

•  English speaking local guide 
half day in: Madrid, Toledo, 
Granada, Seville and Cor-
doba.

•  Sightseeing’s, including 
local guide and en-trance 
fee: Madrid - Royal Palace, 
Cordoba - Mosque, Seville - 
Cathedral, Granada - Alham-
bra and Generalife gardens, 
Toledo - St Tome Church

•  6 overnights in hotels (First 
Superior Category), in stan-
dard rooms.

•  6 buffet breakfast (hot and 
cold)

•  2 dinner in hotels (Buffet).  

 
  No drinks.

•  1 Farewell dinner.
•  1 welcome “soft” drink in 

Madrid.
•  Wine cellar visit with tasting 

of three kind of wines with 
tapas of ham, local cheese 
and bread.

•  1 hour introductory Flamenco 
lesson, with a professional 
dancer.

•  Visit to an Andalusian horse 
farm.

•  Wi-Fi included in all hotels
•  Headsets (Bluetooth technol-

ogy for a perfect audition in 
guided explanations)

•  Luggage porterage at ho-
tels (1 piece of luggage per 
pax)

PLAZA DE ESPANIA, SEVILLE

B   Breakfast
D  Dinner
WT   Wine Tasting

Legend
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